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Abstract. A GPS-based smartphone application for blind users is proposed 
which will allow them to record pedestrian routes to frequently visited destina-
tions (e.g., supermarket, neighborhood mosque, etc.) and to retrieve them later 
for autonomous navigation. Unlike similar systems, which simply provide a 
route to a specified destination based on existing GPS maps which may not con-
tain detailed information especially about pedestrian paths and alleys, our  
software is unique in that it will allow users to record a customized path to a 
particular destination based on personal considerations such as whether the area 
surrounding the route is well-lit and well-populated, the unevenness of the ter-
rain and the absence of hazards (such as traffic intersections). A distress call op-
tion and auditory cues about user-specified obstacles will also be provided. The 
objective is to develop a low-cost, portable solution based on easily accessible 
technology to assist blind users in their daily outdoor mobility tasks. 
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1 Introduction 

Among the different senses which we utilize to determine our location and to navigate 
in our environment, the sense of sight is arguably the most pivotal one. Consequently, 
one of the major challenges faced by individuals suffering from vision loss is navigat-
ing from one location to another, especially outdoors. Even short trips on foot to fa-
miliar locations such as the supermarket or neighborhood mosque, may be hard to 
manage independently. Usual solutions to this problem include soliciting the help of a 
close friend or caregiver, acquiring a trained guide dog, or feeling the way with a 
white cane. However, a sighted human aide may not always be available (indeed, 
according to a recent report, 26% of blind adults in the United States live alone [1]), 
while both white canes and guide dogs can only be used to detect objects in close 
proximity to the user and are restricted in their capacity to detect obstacles in the path 
that are above his waistline (e.g., low-hanging tree branches). Also, they cannot pro-
vide the user information about his geographical location or his orientation in his 
current environment. 
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The limitations of these traditional solutions have fueled research into developing 
more innovative means for aiding the blind in their daily mobility tasks, with numer-
ous electronic aids being devised for this purpose in recent years [2, 3]. Several of 
these solutions make use of GPS, or global positioning satellite, a satellite-based na-
vigation system, that provides exact location and time information in all weather con-
ditions, anywhere on or near the Earth where there is an unobstructed line of sight to 
four or more GPS satellites. The system is maintained by the U.S. government and is 
accessible, free of charge, to anyone with a GPS receiver [4]. However, current GPS-
based navigation aids for the blind suffer from the following drawbacks when utilized 
for pedestrian routes: Most of these devices simply make use of existing GPS maps 
which usually cover only major roads and locations and may not contain detailed 
information, especially about pedestrian paths and alleys. Many of them are standa-
lone devices whose cost may be prohibitive for this user group (note that 90% of the 
visually impaired live in developing countries with limited financial resources [5]). 
Moreover, most of them sport complex interfaces with numerous choices and require 
extensive training before the user can use them effectively. 

Most modern smartphones now come equipped with GPS receivers. Exploiting 
these as navigation tools offers the following advantages: Eliminates the need to carry 
around a separate device for navigation, provides access to the latest GPS maps via 
frequent, automatic updates and saves money by rendering it unnecessary to purchase 
a standalone navigation device. We, therefore, propose developing a smartphone-
based application with a simple interface for blind users which will allow them to 
record pedestrian routes outdoors to frequently visited destinations by utilizing the 
phone’s built-in GPS receiver. Our software will be unique in that it will allow the 
user (or his sighted caregiver) to record a customized path to a particular destination 
based on personal considerations such as whether the area surrounding the route is 
well-lit and well-populated, the unevenness of the terrain and the absence of hazards 
(such as traffic intersections). Our system will also provide some specialized func-
tions taking the users’ blindness into account, e.g., a “Find me” option which will 
allow the user to send a distress message with his GPS coordinates to his close friends 
in case he gets disoriented or hurt (bear in mind that 65% of the visually impaired are 
50 years or older and suffer from several ailments related to old age [5]). Also, our 
application will allow the user to record the presence of obstacles on his path and will 
later provide auditory cues to alert the user that he is approaching a hazard and should 
exercise caution. The user interface to the system will be very simple to use and will 
afford interaction via tactile or auditory means. Our aim is to present blind users with 
a low-cost, portable application based on easily accessible technology to assist them 
in their daily outdoor mobility tasks. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview 
of related work in this area. Section 3 describes our application and outlines its func-
tionalities. Section 4 concludes the paper and identifies some directions for future 
work. 
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2 Related Work 

Several standalone GPS-based navigation devices for the visually impaired have been 
proposed and developed in recent years: Yelamarthi et al. [6] have developed an 
RFID and GPS integrated system, Smart Robot (SR), which can guide a user to a new 
destination or create a new route on-the-fly for later use. The input unit, equipped 
with an RFID reader, GPS and analog compass, is mounted on a chassis which can 
roll alongside the user. Feedback to the user is provided via speech and vibrating mo-
tors on a glove. Though, similar to our application, this system provides the ability to 
record and retrieve new routes, however, as mentioned before, this is a standalone 
device which has to be separately purchased for assistance in navigation. Moreover, 
having a small robot unit rolling alongside one does not appear to be a practical op-
tion, especially when travelling over uneven terrain or in crowded areas.. 

Pathy et al. [7] have conducted a study in Kuala Lampur, Malaysia to test the usa-
bility of Trekker, a commercial tool that uses GPS and digital maps to help the blind 
to navigate in urban and rural areas. Even though, similar to our application, this de-
vice allows users to record personal points of interest (POIs) to create their own 
routes which they can retrieve later, however, they have to be online to create a POI. 
Furthermore, this is a standalone device with a complicated interface consisting of 33 
multifunction buttons and requires comprehensive training for its usage. A newer 
version of this device [8] has fewer buttons and thus, appears more usable; however, 
its cost is prohibitive. 

Prudhvi and Bagani [9] have proposed a system in which the user wears a glove 
equipped with various components including a GPS receiver for determining the us-
er’s position, a magnetometer and accelerometer to determine his orientation and 
SONAR for detecting obstacles. The device also provides other information such as 
time, date, object color, ambient light and temperature conditions. However, the sys-
tem is yet to be implemented and tested. 

Recently, some smartphone-based navigation applications to aid the visually im-
paired have also emerged: Koiner et al. [10] have developed a smartphone application 
which provides a user with audio instructions to guide him from a starting point to a 
destination by taking him from one predefined location (called a waypoint) to another 
along the way. The user can also choose a different waypoint while walking and the 
system will recompute the path from the new waypoint. However, the application does 
not appear to allow the user himself to create new trips or define waypoints – only the 
system administrator has this capability. Also, the system interface provides several 
extraneous functions (e.g., the ability to take a picture) and detailed GPS and sensor data 
information (coordinates, orientation angles, etc.). The system interface does not appear 
to be particularly tailored for blind users: It is mentioned that instructions will be verbal-
ly communicated every 5 seconds. However, there are a number of options on the inter-
face - it is not clear whether the user will receive verbal or haptic feedback for these 
options or if he will need to receive training and have to memorize them. Another ex-
ample of a GPS-based smartphone application is iExplore [11] which supports naviga-
tion in outdoor shopping complexes for visually impaired users through multi-modal 
data fusion. Exploratory studies for this system provide some invaluable insights into 
users’ needs and expectations for a navigation aid. However, this product is targeted 
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towards a specific kind of location (i.e., outdoor shopping complexes) and does not 
appear to provide the ability to record customized user-specified routes. 

3 Application Description 

We propose a smartphone-based application for blind users which will allow them to 
record pedestrian routes outdoors to frequently visited destinations (e.g., supermarket, 
neighborhood mosque, etc.) by utilizing the phone’s built-in GPS receiver. This will 
enable the user to navigate to these locations autonomously later. Fig. 1 shows an 
example of a customized route that can be recorded using this application which will 
not be available on a standard GPS map. 

 

Fig. 1. Customized route recorded using the proposed application which would not be available 
on a standard GPS map 

The main interface of the system will be very simple providing only two options: 
One for recording routes and the other for retrieving them. The details of these func-
tions are described below: 

1. Record Route: The system will ask the user for the route origin A and destination 
B. It will then create a route file with the name AB which will be stored in the sys-
tem memory. To allow more flexibility, the application would permit multiple 
routes among the same endpoints to be recorded: If n routes with the same name 
already exist, the system will inform the user about this and will name the new 
route AB_n+1. From this point on, it will periodically keep recording the user’s la-
titude and longitude coordinates via GPS and store them in a route array. When the 
user indicates that he has reached his destination, the route array will be stored in 
the file for this route. 
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2. Retrieve Route: The system will retrieve the array for the route requested by the 
user. The user’s orientation would then be determined using the phone’s built-in 
compass and the system will give him verbal directions about whether he needs to 
move straight, left or right until he reaches his destination. The directions would be 
intuitive and easy for the user to understand, e.g., “Turn right by 90o; walk straight 
for 15 meters, turn left by 45o, …” 

Our application will also provide some specialized functions taking the users’ blind-
ness into account: 

• While recording a route, the system will allow the user to indicate if there is an 
obstacle along the way and the location of that obstacle will be saved as well. Later 
on, if the user retrieves and follows that route, our application will provide auditory 
cues to alert the user that he is approaching a hazard and should exercise caution. 
Bear in mind that 90% of the visually impaired live in developing countries [5] in 
areas with dilapidated infrastructure – it is not uncommon for them to encounter 
cracked sidewalks, potholes in the road, open manholes, unexpected bumps in the 
path, etc., hazards which threaten their safety and stifle their motivation to venture 
out alone. Therefore, it is essential that any navigation aid for the visually impaired 
should provide the ability to custom record such hazards along their daily paths.  
Furthermore, if information about some hurdles along the route, such as traffic in-
tersections, is already available in existing GPS maps for that area, our system will 
also extract such data from these maps and integrate it into the route. 

• If the user gets disoriented, gets hurt or feels sick, he can invoke a “Find me” op-
tion verbally which will immediately send an alert to his close friends with his cur-
rent GPS coordinates enabling them to locate and assist him. 

The user interface to the system will be designed so that the user will be able to inte-
ract with the system via touch or speech. Since several studies have reported that  
visually impaired users prefer to interact with assistive devices discreetly without 
drawing attention to their disability [12], we are planning to conduct some usability 
studies to determine which mode of interaction is preferred by most users as well as to 
identify any problems with the current system and to discover if there are any addi-
tional features which should be incorporated into this application. 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

A GPS-based smartphone application with a user-friendly interface which allows 
blind users to custom record pedestrian routes and to retrieve them later for autonom-
ous navigation has been described in this paper. The objective is to develop a low-
cost, portable solution based on easily accessible technology which will assist blind 
users in their daily outdoor mobility tasks, boosting their self-confidence and making 
them more self-reliant. 

The software will be extended in the future to integrate automated computer vi-
sion-based obstacle detection methods, which will significantly enhance the user’s 
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ability to interact with his environment in real-time. Since some studies have reported 
relatively low accuracy using the built-in GPS receiver [10], we will consider utilizing 
assisted and Bluetooth GPS as well to counter this problem. Furthermore (and this 
will be mainly based on the users’ feedback during usability testing), the system will 
be enhanced to provide the user with other relevant information such as travel times, 
distance to destination, traffic and weather conditions, etc. 
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